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.COM'MENTS ON CHAPTER XXI OF WINFIELD SCOTT’S MANUSCRIPT (DRAFT) 
\. 

“IT CAME TO LITTLE”. 

Page 186, 2nd paragraph: 

“I learned something of Lee Harvey OSWALD in 

the period from Friday, 27 September 1963, when 

Lee Harvey OSWALD, having just arrived in Mexico 

City, made his first contact with the Soviet Embassy 

in Mexico, giving them his name very slowly and care- 

fully, and saying that the Soviet Embassy in Mexico 

should have received worZ? from the Soviet Embassy in 

Washington that he (OSWALD) would contact them about 

a visa for himself, his wife, who he said was a Soviet 

citizen, and their child.” 
d‘d not k 

COMMENT : SCOTT w~$/Jfl$w~~~~~f when OSWALD arrived in Mexico 

City. He learned the date from the FBI investigation after 

the assassination of President Kennedy. SCOTT enZy became 

aware of OSIQALDts presence in Mexico City,on 1 October when 

the Station intercepted OSWALD’s telephone call (in-which 
+&/ \J,~d 
’ &e identified himself as Lee OSWALD) to the Soviet Consulate. 

OSWALD1s first contact with the Soviet Embassy was on 

27 September 1963 after he had gone to the Cuban Consulate 

to apply for a transit visa to Cuba. Since OSWALD’s first 

contact with the Soviet Embassy was not by telephone, SCOTT 
* . . . . . . . . . . 

c&not: say that OSWALD gave them his nanie “,very’ slowly and ’ 

. . . that the Sov&et Embassy in Washingtontld 

have received word from the Soviet Embassy in Washington, . . . ., .‘I, 
1 . I -‘.A, : :. .;: -- ,. 

There is nothing in OSWALD’s and his wife’s correspondence- 1- 

with the Soviet Embassy in Washington to indicate that he 

(OSWALD) was planning to go to Mexico to get his Soviet 

visa, nor that the Soviet Embassy in Washington would be 

advising the Embassy in Mexico that OSWALD and his family 

would be applying for a visa in Mexico. 

“He said he wanted to go to the Crimea.” 

COMMENT : On 27 September 1963 at 1037 hours the Soviet &mm:--- 

in Mexico City received a call from an unknown individual speak- 

ing Spanish who said he wanted visas to go to Odessa. The caller 
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was told the consul was not in and to call back at 1130. 

OSWALD is known to have arrived in Mexico City at the Flecha 

Roja bus terminal on bus no. 516 at about 1000 on 27 Sep- 

tember. It was, therefore, possible for him to have made 

this 

that 

telephone call. It is unreasonable, however, to believe 

OSWALD made the call for the following reasons: 

a. The caller wanted visas-,’ and specifically 

for Odessa. OSWALD was seeking a visa and never 

in any context did he spec’i’fy the Black Sea port 

of Odessa as a destination. 

b. The call was directed to the correct Soviet 

consular number: 15-60-55. On 1 October, OSWALD 

first called the wrong number - 15-69-87 - the Soviet 

military attache’s number - and had to redirect his 

call to the correct number - 15-60-55. It seems un- 

likely he would have made what would have been his 

initial call, on Friday the 27th to the correct num- 

ber, and called the incorrect number on 1 October. 

C. There is every reason to believe from the 

context of the five intercepts that OSWALD’s first 

destination after arrival and check-in to his hotel, 

was a visit to the Cuban Consulate. 

d. The use of the Spanish language would exclude 

OSWALD unless he made use of an” intermediary, which * . 
. . 

” 

seems unlikely from what is known of his modus 

operandi and the fact that no one has ever stated 
i . - . . . .‘;‘c‘.& ;_. ,. ; : . . . . . . 

that OSWALD was seen in the company of a’nother.person. 
i 
i 
i 

or persons. 

e_ __. 
11 . * : 2’ OctobeY‘1963~hen Lee Harvey OSWALD 

boarded ‘bus no. 340 of Transportes Fronteras for 

Laredo, Texas, at 0830 hours on that norning.ll 

COM!ENT : According to Commission Exhibit No. 2121 [FBI 

report dated 18 Flay 19641 “considerable investigation had been 

conducted by several different agencies of the Mexican Govern- 

ment for the purpose of ascertaining subject’s method of. tra- 

on departure and that, in view of the fact the name ‘OSWLD’ had 

been located on a passenger list for the 1:00 p.m. trip of the 



Transportes Frontera bus line from Mexico City to Nuevo 

Laredo, Tamaulipas, on October 2, 1963, it was ctntsidered 

that OSWALD had traveled thereon. 

“Considerable investigation with respect to the passen- 

ger list mentioned above, including a check pf the ticket 

stubs at the Monterrey, Nuevo Laredo, headquarters of the 

company, interviews of bus drivers and passengers, and nume- 

rous interviews of employees of the Mexico City terminal 

of the bus line, failed to confirm that OSWALD, in fact, had 

been a passenger on the Transportes Frontera bus in question.” 

According to the Warren Commission Report, page 736, 

“The hotel night watchman remembers helping OSWALD to obtain 

a taxicab at about 6:30 or 7. Transportes de1 Norte bus No. 

332 left as scheduled at about 8:30 a.m.; at Monterrey the 

passengers were shifted to a relief bus, no. 373, scheduled 

to depart for Laredo at 10 p.m. that evening. Fellow passen- 

gers recall that OSWALD was pulled off the bus by Mexican 

officials at the border, because of some alleged irregularity 

in his Mexican tourist papers; one passenger overheard him 

mumbling complaints about the Mexican immigration officials 

when he returned to the bus.” 

Page 186, paragraph 3: 

9In fact, Lee Harvey OSWALD became a ners’on of 
. I . . : . 

e.reat inte’rest to us during this 27 September to 2 
. . . . 

October 1963 period.” 
. . 

COW-ENT : OSWALD’s name did not surface for the, +x!co, .City; 
*. . . :;* , _- .,‘,‘j:‘, a 

,)ii;ry:~~. : ) i ._, ., ‘L.. 
Station until 1 October 1963 whenBhj$T@a’tion intercepted a’ 

telephone call,during which a man identified himself as Lee 

OSWALD, to the Soviet Consulate. The Station did not know 

who OSWALD might be until 10 October when the Station received 

from headquarters a message inwhich Washington stated that Lee 

OWALD was probably identical to Lee ‘zy%%?iD, a former 

United States marine and a defector to the Soviet Union. 

[DIR-74830, 10 October 1963 - FOIA No. 7-21 
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Pages 186-187: 

@?A 

"He contacted the Soviet Embassy on at least 

four occasions, and once went directly to the office 

of Sra. Silvia Tirado de DURAN, .,, .‘I 

COMYENT : According to the transcripts of the telephone 

intercepts, OSWALD visited the Soviet Consulate upon three 

occasion - onee on the 27th and twice on the 28th. He 

spoke with the Soviet Consulate once by telephone from the 

Cuban Consulate on 28 September 1963. He also telephoned 

the Soviet Consulate (from’the outgide) on 1 October 1963. 

He first telephoned the Soviet Military Attache’s office 

and was told to call the Consulate. 

OSWALD visited the Cuban Consulate twice on the 27th 

of September and once on the 28th. 

Before the 22nd of November, the Station was aware of 

OSWALD’s telephone calls on the 1 October and his visit to 

the Soviet Consulate on 28 September. 

“During the conversation with the Soviet offi- 

cial, he said, “1 was in the Cuban Embassy [sic - 

Consulate] - and they will not give me a transit 

visa through Cuba until after I have my Soviet 

visa.“. 

CO?MENT : Until after the assassination of Kennedy, the . 
?iexico City Station was -unaware of OSWALD’& purpose for’ 

. f 

contacting the Cuban and Soviet Consulates. The trans- 

cript of the telephone call ix which this information 
. -- -. : ;;.. * :-, ; __+ : : I ..,.,’ 

appeared waslocated until the 22nd or 23rd of November . 

“This contact became important after the Warren 

Commission Report on the assassination of President 

Kennedv was published; for on page 777 of that report 

the statement was made that it was not known that 

OSWALD has visited the Cuban Embassy [sic - Consulate] 

until after the assassination.‘* 

CO?J!.fEXT : This statement is accurate for reasons already 

mentioned above. 
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Page 187, paragraph 1: . 

“Every piece of information concerning Lee 

Harvey OSWALD was reported immediately after it 

was received to: US Ambassador Thomas C. MANN, 

by memorandum ; the FBI Chief in Mexico, by 

memorandum; and to my headquarters by cable; and 

included each and every one of these reports was 

the entire conversation‘OSWALD,had, so far as it 

was known. These reports were made on all his 

contacts with both the Cuban Consulate and with 

the Soviets .‘I 

COW ENT : The Station reported to the ambassador et al 

on 16 October 1963 only the fact that a person identifying 

himself as Lee OSWALD had called the Soviet Consulate 

on 1 October 1963, had indicated that he had been to the 

Consulate the previous Saturday (28 September), and had 

inquired if there had been a response to the Consulate’s 

cable to the Soviet Embassy in Washington. 

i‘he contents of the.other conversations regarding 

OSWALD or in which he had taken part were not disseminated 

until after the assassination. As already said above, 

the Station could not have reported on OSWALD’s visits to ’ 

the Cuban Consulate on 27 and 28 September before the 

assassination for the simplet reason the .Stat.ion did not . ‘* . . . . 
know about ‘OSWALD’s visit to the Consul’ate until after the 

death of President Kennedy. 

Page 187, paragraph 2: 

“Because we thought at first that Lee Harvey 

OSWALD might be a dangerous potential defector from 

the USA to the Soviet Union, he was of great interest 

to us, so we kept a special watch on him and his 

activities.” 

COXMENT : The Mexico City Station was unaware of OSWALD’s 

background, that he was a defector to the USSR, until it , /. 
received a cable from Headquarters on 10 October in tikich 

the latter gave a summary of OSWALD’s past activities, 

including his defection to the Soviet Union and subsequent 
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return to the United States in June 1962. 

On 15 October 1963 the Station alPd ask for-a photograph 

of OSWALD - they did not receive a photograph of OSWALD until 

26 November 1963. 

On 16 October, as indicated above, the Station did re- 

port of OSWALD’s contact with the Soviet g$tid##f Consulate 

to the American Ambassador et al. 

These were the only actions taken by the Station before 

22 November -1963, Since OSWALD left Mexico City on 2 October 

(a fact the Station did not know at the time) and the FBI or 

the Navy had not asked for additional information regarding 

OSWALD’s movements, etc., in Mexico City, the Station was 

unable to do anything more. 

“He was observed on all his visits to each of the two 

communist embassies; and his conversations with per- 

sonnel of these embassies [sic - consulates) were 

studied in detail, so far as we knew them.” 

CO?fMENT : At no time, while OSWALD was in Mexico City, were 

his visits to the Cuban and Soviet Consulates observed. In 

an attemDt to ascertain whether he had been photographed 

entering and leaving the Consulates, the Station examined 

LILYRIC and LIMITED photographs. Since the Station did not 

know that OSWALD had gone also to the Cuban Consulate, the 
. . . 

. Station did:‘not ex’amine LIONIO!$ production until after the . ’ 

assassination. 
. 

* The Station found four bhotographs (2 from LILYRIC and 
~:;.,;:-,. > ,: .. 

2 from LIMITED) which ‘the Station believed “appears ‘be Ameri’- 

can entering SovEmb 1216 hours, leaving 1222 on 1 October”. 

According to the LIMITED log, the date should have been 2 

October. This error was not discovered until 1977 by head- 

quarters’ examination of the LIMITED logs. The subject of 

these four photographs has never been identified. 

Until 22 November 1963, the only conversation know to 

be Lee OSWALD was the one intercepted on 1 October 1963. 

Only after the assassination did the Station review other 

transcrints in which OSWALD was the subject and/or took 

part. In none of these latter transcripts was OSWALD iden- 
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tified as Lee Harvey OSWALD in the transcripts. He was re- 

ferred to only as a North American. 

OSWALD’s visit to the Soviet Consulate on 28 September, 

a Saturday, was not photographed because there, was”no photo- 

graphic coverage of either the Soviet or Cuban installations 

on Saturdays or Sundays until after the assassination. 

[MEXI-7034 (IN 67236)) 24 November 19631 

According to the files, Station photographic surveillance 

of the Cuban Embassy did not include the Consulate entrance 

until October (no specific date given in files). It should be 

pointed out that the LIONION logs show that whenever a visitor 

came to the Cuban Embassy, who wanted to visit the Consulate, 

he was shown where the entrance to the Consulate was located. 

A suitable note was made in the log. 

Page 188, paragraph 1: 

“Soon after his arrival and first talk with the 

Soviets, we received a brief sketch on Lee Harvey OSWALD 

f ram headquarters, in answer to our request for informa- 

tion on him. We learned then that he had spent some 

two and one-half years in the USSR, had married a 

daughter of a Soviet (who, I believe, was with the 

KGB) and had one child. . . . ” 

CO?filENT : The chronology is. off. As has been mentione,d above; 
. . * 

‘the Station did not learn about OSWALD until l.October 1963 

and they did not learn of his. defection to the Sovdet’Union 
i . 

in 1959’until 10 October 1963. 
‘-*.‘. : “..; _. :;- ._ :.,.: ‘. . ‘L I .‘* . . . . 

.’ ..* ._ ,..’ .:.‘-.+,c : ., . . .L -’ .,. :..+*; . 

According to the Warren Commission Report:. pages 702- :‘:I“ * 

703, Marina Nikolayevna PRUSAKOVA was born on 17 July 1941 

in Severodvinsk (formerly Molovsk) , Arkhangel Oblast, Russia. 

She was the daughter of Klavdiya Vasilievna PRUSAKOVA and 

an unknown father [see 1 H 84 in which Marina states she did 

not know her father]. [Although the New York Times biography 

of Marina states that she lost her father when she was two 

years old, a transcript of her FBI testimony indicates that 

she does not know her @h&her father was, nor does her 

father’s name appear on her birth certificate. Marina offered 
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no explanation for the use of the patronymic Nikolayevna in 

her name, (NB : The Soviets have retained the Russian cus- 

tom whereby a person’s middle name is a patronymic - a form 

of the father’s name indicating the person’s paternity. 

Therefore, while Marina’s legal surname was her mother’s 

maiden name (PRUSAWVA) and thus implied that she was born 

out of wedlock, her legally-registered patronymic implied 

that her father was known and was named Nikolai.) - 

XAAZ-22411, 5 February 1964 1964.) 

Marina’s mother later married Aleskandr Ivanovich 

MEDVEDEV, who became the only father she knew. MEDVEDEV 

was an electrician in a power station in Leningrad. He 

was not a member of the communist party. 

On page 657, the following statements appears: 

“Speculation - Marina OSWALD’s father was an important 

part of the Soviet intelligence apparatus. 

“Commission finding - Marina’s father died while she was 

still an infant. This reference is probably to her 

uncle Ilya (Vasilyevich) PRUSAKOV, who was an executive 

in the lumber industry, which position carried with it 

the rank of lieutenant colonel or colonel in the Minis- 

try of Internal Affairs (MVD). Since 1953 the MVD has 

not been concerned with internal security or other police 

functions.” . . * . 

On page 703, there appears another statement: 

“After her graduation, Marina was assigned to a job . . . . 
preparing and packing ‘ardefg in a pha$i$-Gi<&i <:.I,. ‘_ ++&I&~ 

->. ..- :, i : . :i .’ , 

warehouse in Leningrad; as a new employ& she had -.-‘:“ 

the right to leave this job within 3 days after the 

assignment , and she did so after the first day. She 

took no job for the next 2 months, at the end of 

which she went to live in Minsk with an aunt and uncle, 

the PRUSAKOVs, whp had no children. She had known 

them since she was a child and there was a mutual affec- 

tion between her and them. Her uncle, a member of 

the Communfi t Party) was assigned to the Ministryof 

Internal Affairs and headed the local bureau concerned 

ni th lumber, The PRUSAKOVs had one of the best apartments 
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in a building reserved for MVD employees. 

[NB : Additional biographic details in XAAZ-22411, 

5 February 1964.1 

Page 188, 3rd paragraph: 

“Not long after arriving in the USA from Moscow, 

OSWALD showed his true colors by joining and becoming 

a &eader of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee in New 
. . . 

Orleans, Loui’siana.” ._.. 

COMMENT : According to the Warren Commission Report, page 407, 

in reference to OSWALD’s interest in Cuba and in the Fair Play 

for Cuba Committee, “his (OSWALD’s) ‘organization1 was a pro- 

‘duct of his imagination. The imaginary president of the non- 

existent chapter was named A. J. HIDELL, the name OSWALD used 

when he purchased the assassination weapon. Marina OSWALD 

said she signed that name, apparently chosen because it rhymed 

with ‘Fidel’, to her husband’s membership card in the New 

Orleans Chapter. . . . The chapter had never been chartered 

by the National FPCC organization. It appears to have been 

a solitary operation on OSWALD’s part in spite of his mis- 

statements to the New Orleans police that it had 35 members, 

5 of which were usually present at meetings which were held 

once a month.” 

Additional information relating to the FPCC was provided 

by Vincent Theodore .LEE, 
. 

d’irkctor of’ the FPCC untii’ after’ the ’ . 
asassination of Kennedy when it was dissolved. 

LEE stated fB$f to an FBI agent that YOSWALD never, acted - :,. :;T;‘c” . .,,,*: .:. :, ::+ : -Q+ ‘, 
with the consent or.approval of the Hati&& FPCC”“Offi& &;i”- 

. : -  . ‘ . ,  .  

had never been granted a charter entitlkg him to represent 

the FPCC in New Orleans. He stated that OSWALD acted com- 

pletely on his own and actually violated many of the FPCC 

rules, regulations, and by-laws in his activities in New 

Orleans.” 

[DBA-63720, 11 December 1963.1 
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Page 190, 1st paragraph: 

“OSWALD told a high-ranking officer of the 

Soviet Consulate ;ic - Consulate] that that officer 

should have had word from the Soviet Embassy in . 
Washington about his (OSWALD’s) visit and its pur- 

pose, after he had spelled out his full name, 
._. 

showly and carefutly, for this Soviet.” . 

COMMENT : SCOT has taken liberties in saying that OSWALD 
1 ‘_.I., 

said in his conversation with the Soviet conulate officials 

in Mexico City. The transcript does not support SCOTT’s 

statements, OSWALD did not say “(the) officer should have 

had word from the Soviet Embassy in Washington about his 

visit and its purpose,” nor had OSWALD “spelled out his 

name slowly and, carefully’; for this Soviet. OSWALD iden- 

tified himself only as “Lee OSWALD” and did not spell out 

his name (in the 1 October 1963 telephone conversation - 

the only one in which he identified himself). 

“He (OSWALD) further told this Soviet that he should 

know that OSWALD, his wife and child, wanted to go to 

the Crimea, urgently; and that he (OSWALD) had learned 

that he tauld have to go by way of Cuba.” 

COMMENT : This statement, allegedly made by OSWAAD, refers 

to the telephone made at 1037 on 27 September 1963. The 

caller did not identify’himse1.f’;. he also spoke in Spanish, ’ 

a language OSWALD could not speak. The caller said he . 
wanted viaas to go to Odes’sa. .I,. 

. . ; L+;$ :; .,&&,.,~ :, ! .- s ,*:‘~.‘.~~-(:)~~.;:-. ..,- . .(...5. . . . 
In fact, Marina OSWALD requested the USS~‘Emb~%s;(?.n’ 

Washiggton (in July 1963 ?) to allow her and her husband to 

return to the Soviet Union. Marina also specified the city 

she would like to live in - Leningrad. “I earnestly beg 

you to help us to obtain permission to live in Leningrad where 

I grew up and went to school.” 

[Commission Exhibit No. 12.1 

The fact that OSWALD went first to the Cuban 

Consulate (as surmised from telephone 8rrkscripts ‘&d i ,;I* . 
Silvia DURAN’s interrogation by Mexican authorities) would 

indicate that he had intended to gotto Cuba first on his 



way to the Soviet Union. This remark is’borne out by his 

letter of 9 November 1963 to the Soviet Embassy in Washing- 

ton. 
I  1 . :  

“1 had not planned t&-contact the’ Soviet 

Embassy in Mexico so they ‘were unprepared, had 
‘. 

1 been able to reach the Soviet Embassy in 

Havana as planned, the Embassy. there would have m 

had time to comnlete our business.” , 

[Commission Exhibit No. 15.1 . . 
. . . 

“OSWALD was then directed to the Cuban Embassy [sic - 

Consulate] by the Soviet, who told OSWALD that he would 

need a Cuban transit visa.” 

CO?BIE NT : _.____- Again SCOTT has taken liberties with the ,sequ-encepv 1 

of OShrALDts movements in Mexico City. OSFIALD First went to 

the Cuban Consulate where he learned that in order to travel 

to the Soviet Union via Cuba, he would need a Soviet visa; 

the Cubans could not issue a transit visa until he had a 

Soviet visa in hand. 

Page 190, 2nd paragraph: 

“These visits and conversations are not hearsay; 

for persons watching these embassies photographed 

OSWALD as he entered and left each one; and cl’ocked 

. . 
the time he spent on each visit.” 

CrnP?ENT : ‘SCOTT is undoubtedly referringeto photographs of the 

“unidentified man” photographed on 2 and 4,Octpber 1963 enter- . 
. -. . i__ .I.- -. 

ing and leaving the Soviet compound, 
.%. -.c.‘I-.f.*..:‘ -. 

and on 15 .October’ 1963,.&*,:.:- 
,’ .I : *-;*q;: “>(.. * 

leaving the Cuban Embassy entrance. 
-: -.-c-.&~, dcy$~.:L;r:-*.“,‘. . , __.. .* _ ; . ..I’ .. “.C?,: - : ..‘,:- -: ,,.‘- ‘*-+&y;*. ; 2: 

-. 

In its original report of 9 October 1963, the Mexico City 

Station had said it had a photograph of an apparent American 

male leaving the Soviet Embassy on 1 October 1963, the day 

OSh’aD telephoned there. A recent review has’determined that 

the photograph described above was actually taken on the Znd, 
-, 

the day OSWALD left Mexico City on the 0830 bus for Nuevo Laredo. 

As soon as the Mexico City Station realized that-$ee OSWALD 
.:;.a. I -“: .!. 1 i 

was the prime suspect, it began re-screening’ all thk:;j”,i;ten 

televhone transcripts in its files covering the Soviet Embassy 



for the pertinent period. This review of voice intercept 

transcripts conducted by the monitor and other Station per- 

sonnel turned up other transcripts of conversations in&r- _.. ,” 
cepted on 27 and 28 September and on 1 October 1.963. 

1.y; 1 
These , . . . . i-’ s ,<’ I 

conversations were reported to Headquarters on 23 November 
: 

1963. [MEXI-7023 (IN 67108)) MEXI-7025 (IN 6718,8)‘,1-and . . 
MEXI-7033 (IN 67232).) OSWALD’s name was not actually’men- 

.. ..r. ._ .:. .‘,_ 
tioned in these additional telephone calls, but similarity 

_ / :. - .;-.* 
of speech and various points of content linked them’%b’-him. 

[Memorandum, dated (from interval evgdence) 13 December’ 1963, 

written by C/WH/3; subject: We Discover Lee OSWALD in Mexico 

City. ] 

A review of all photographic coverage of the Cuban and 

Soviet installations was conducted on 22 and 23 November 

1963 after the assassination, including materials from August 

through first half of November 1963. [MEXI-7035 (IN 67233)) 

23 November 1963.1 

According to the above memorandum, “none of our several 

photo observation points in Mexico City had ever taken an 

identifiable picture of Lee OSWALD”. A cable dated 23 November 

1963 also states that there was no evidence of OSWALD’s visit 

to the Cuban Embassy. “A similar blank against all SovEmb 

photos from 1 Sept. Note only visit we know he made was Cuban 

[ sic - Soviet] Embassy 28 Sept, ’ Saturday on which Emb closed 
. . 

and we cave not had coverage? In the future will require at ’ 

least half day photo coverage both Sov and Cuban Embassies.” . . 
[MEXI - 7 0 3 5 (IN 6 7 2 3 3 ;. 2 3 N;yber 

r. ". : ' 
19 6 3 . ] .-:-;~~.~~.~::~;-.-~.~~~~~:,~~,~~~~~;~.,~~~~~~~ '1 

..- . . X'. -,.',r;; iI<, ,!_ _ '.% y<: 5 y,. ;; . ;.:, .:' ': - 
The Station did locate photographs of the,,s*ame--“uniden- ; 

tified .4merican-type who is possibly OSWALD entering [sic - 

leaving] the Cuban Embassy on 15 October.” 

[?JEXI-7019 (IN 66846), 22 November 1963.1 ’ 

“The conversations are also known to have taken place, 

including the one in which he told the Soviet to whom 

he was talking that he should have heard, received a 
, . . . . 

z-1 
; ,‘.*, I . . . 

nessage, from the Soviet Embassy in Washingtbn$~&di- 
,. , .> 

eating obviously that a Soviet Embassy official’& 



Washington had offered to help OSWALD.” 

COMENT : A review of the transcripts of the five telephone 

calls in which OSWALD actually participated or was the sub- 
I .I ,. . 1 >a1 - 

ject under discussion, 
.> . . 

reveals no statement by OSWALD as 

given by SCOTT - “he told the Soviet to whom he was talking 

that he should have heard, received a message, from ,the, 

Soviet Emhassy in Washington”. 

SCOTT’s editorial comment - “indicating obviously ihat 
: 

A Soviet Embassy official in Washington had offered to help 

OSWALD” - is not supported by the OSWALD file or the Warren 

Commission Report. It’is true that OSWALD had requested 

the Soviet Embassy in Washington to consider his “return 

entrance visa” separately, there is no indtcation in the 

copies of correspondence between the OSWALDs and the Soviet 

Embassy that an Embassy official 
in the same correspondence 

“had offered to help OSWALD”. 

There is no evidence/that OSWALD ever filled out an appli- 

cation for a Soviet visa. 

Yuriy NOSENKOls statement as cited in CSCI 3/780,996 

(dated 28 April 1964) would appear to disprove any desire 

on the part of the Soviets to help OSWALD. According to 

NOSENKO, “when speaking of OSWALD’s request to return to the 

USSR, . . . remarked that’ OSWALD went to Mexico to apply for _ 

permission to go to the USSR. Our people asked Moscow and 
__---- - 

we said absolutely not be.cause he is completely undesirable - .i - --. 

there was no interest in him whatsoever.‘* 

A more deaailed statement by NOSENKO is cited in an FBI 

Memorandum dated 6 March 1964,.’ 
;. ;--..&& ..,, ,&: , 

:NOSENKO . s aid. no ftirther war% .%z: ):, , 7. \ ‘.s ;: :. *<q;; ‘. ‘- :yc:, 
was received at the KGB Heqdquarters concerning OSWALD (&ter’- 

he left the USSR in 1962) until he appeared at the Soviet 

Embassy in Mexico City, Mexico, and sought to return to the 

Soviet Union. He stated the Headquarters of the First Chief 
. . . 

Directorate (Foeeign Intelligence) at Moscow was advised of 

OSWALD’s interest in returning to Russia. It was subsequently 

ascertained that OSWALD had been of interest previously to 

the Second Directorate and the Secolid .Directorate- promptly in- 
: A 

forned the First Directorate. The Second Directorate said 

it wanted nothing to do with OSWALD and it recommended to the 



First Directorate that OSWALD not be granted permission 

to return to the Soviet Union,” An additional remark by, 
. 

NOSENKO appears in a memorandum dated 4 March 1964 and:::.. -; , < _p- 
‘, . . 

attached to the abovemmentioned FBI memorandum. “The 

next time NOSENKO heard of OSWALD was in connection with ‘. 

OSWALD’s application to the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City. 
. . 

fo*ra Soviet re-entry visa. NOSENKO did not know how,. . .‘ct.G.,‘;..‘, 
Mexico City advised Moscow of subject’s application+~$is 

*.., 1.. 
knowledge resulted from an oral inquiry of NOSENKO,‘s de- 

,,. ;;<:, . .< ’ -. r- 
partment by M. I. TURALIN, Service Number 2, (Counterintel- . 

ligence in foreign countries), First Chief Directorate. 

NOSENKO recalled that TURALIN .had orally contacted Vladimir 

Kutmich ALEKSEYEV, Chief, Sixth Section of NOSENKO’s Tou- 

rist Department, with respect to OSWALD. NOSENKO ‘s depart - 

ment had no interest in OSWALD and recommended that OSWALD’s 

request for a re-entry visa be denied. NOSENKO could not re- 

call when OSWALD visited Mexico City in connection with his 

visa ppplication.” 

_ ._._____.. . . _  - -  _ . - - . -  - - - - - - -  -e - - - - - -7  

Page 190, 3rd paragraph: --- __- 

“While he was in the Cuban Consulate, in Silvia 

Tirade de DURAJ4’s office, OSWALD decided to ask the 
.’ 

help of a Soviet Embassy 
, *‘A? 

official in convincing the 
. 

Cubans that they should give OSWALD the transit visa 
. . 

thcoliph Cuba, even before he had his Soviet visa.‘! . 

COMfENT : More editorialization by SCOTT. The transcript 

of the telephone call made .by an unidenti.f,ied 
_ _, .--1.:. 

on 27 September 1963 at -1626 hours to the ‘Cub 

(while OSWALD was still in the Consulate) doe 

SCOTT’s statement that it was OSWALD’s decision “to ask the 

help of -a Soviet Embassy official in convincing the Cubans 
:. ‘. .‘__, _’ _: ,_ 

that they should give OSWALD the transit visa through Cuba,. 

even before he had his Soviet visa. This he did.” 

Page 191, 1st paragraph: 
I 

.’ . . i 
“OSWALD boarded bus no. 340 of Transprotes Fro&% r’.,.]. 

*, ~:I ‘ 
at 0830 hours on Wednesday, 2 October, and arrived at,;:’ 

Laredo, Texas, at about 1335 hours on 3 October 1963.” 
; 

1 



COhiMENT: According to the Warren Commission Report, page 736, 

OSWALD began on Monday, 30 September, to prepare for his re- 

turn to the United States. Apparently on both 30+2eptember ;’ :. ,,:. 
and 1 October 1963, OSWALD went to the Agencia de Viaje!i’;-,: . ., ._ I’_.. , .L- .zc .:; .b . 
Transportes Chihuahuenses, Paeseo de la Reforma 52’;fo obtain 

’ &-.f:. ‘_ 
I,-..&.:. 

travel accommodations from Mexico City to Dallas-i:ITexas. +’ . ;r;, j.~.“y&Jy . . , .;f>-..; . 
According to the records of the Agencia de Viajes, ‘reserva- 

. . ‘“;;i,‘~~-&~,~: :*-:.y 
tion and purchase order”no. 

..‘,-~.q:‘.. 
14618 was -issued to’ Trinkkortek~ .: 

. ~~$&y~~~~.. .~ :-,,. I.;:.;.: 
de1 Norte bus line in the’name of Mr. H. 0. LER.‘fGrIiravel 

. ;. Ai$~” . 
i;.y:-j.#y~,,‘r~ ;;.A . 

from Mexico City to Laredo, Texas. The’records revealed : .:.: I., 

further that a Greyhound International Exchange Order No. 

43599 for presentation to the Greyhound agent in Laredo had 

been issued to Mr. H. 0. LEE on 1 October 1963 for travel from 

Laredo to Dallas, Texas. H. 0. LEE paid a total of 253.75 

pesos ($20.30) in cash. 

[Commission Exhibit No. 1166, pp. Z-3.1 

The Aeencia de Viajes made a reservation for OSWALD on 

Transportes de1 Norte bus no. 332, to leave Mexico City at 

0830 on 2 October. The seat, no. 12, was reserved in the name 

of the travel agency, which recorded the reservation in the 

name of “H.O.Lee”. The employee who made the reservation tes- 

tified that he probably wrote the name that way. because he was 

copying from OSWALD’s tourist card, which read “Lee; Harvey .‘-.‘:. 

Osl<ald,” . (The manifest for Transportes Frontera bus no. 340, 

leaving Mexico City for Monterrey and Nuevo Laredo’at 1 p’.m. 

on Wednesday, October 2, 1963, contains the name “Oswld” [sic] ,’ . . -~ z . . .~ I-. 

which apparently was added to,‘& manifes, 
’ L . I -:_. 

any event, OSWALD did-iot take’ bus 349,)” 

[Commission Exhibit No. 2121, pp. 65-66.1 

Additional information indicating OSWALD did not travel 

by bus no. 340 (or, more accurately, SCOTT’s statement is in ’ 
..‘, ,r; .., 

error) is found in Commission Exhibit No. 2471: 

“As has been previously reported, a confidential 

source abroad on November 28, 1963, made available ‘a 
:,;-,’ ,~, 

copy of the bus manifest of a company called,~‘I’r&kpbr& 
‘, < >&’ ( .- ~ ‘: 

Frontera. 
,&!. A 

This manifest covered the trip of fhe;bus ‘. 
.’ 

of this company which departed Mexico City on October 2, 
-._ -- 



1963, for Nuevo Laredo. The bus had a scheduled de- 

parture time of 1:00 p.m. from Mexico City on Odtober 
. . . . I’, ‘,:)Yg>;..-r.,‘,.: 

2, 1963, and a scheduled arrival time. at Nuevo!.,Laredo”.+, : 
on October 3;. ‘1963. 

_‘..’ .;;y... i .; : <;.g-.;, ..- - .._,. -*,.1 I 
of 6:00 a.m. 

as occupying seat 4 on this manifest was ‘OSWLD’.:no::$. .’ . * .“’ .. ‘., ‘..,.’ ; , l,, 1, ~;;,$&“~~~. 
first name given. The destination +of .thi’s ei*&f$,$~<&~ . . . . .I ‘. -_. ; . . . .r 
was giaen as ‘Lared’. -- ..A,, . ..).?<... - _ .,,, .,;i*#$c:. ‘I . ‘_. 

“No t icke.t number was listed by“’ the -nBme’.~~~.~.~~~~~,, ‘OSWLD! . 
..! :;e: > . ..‘.d : .?‘*.-I. -~.“.“‘ *.*:+...:y . <‘-ys’: ‘4, >~C‘+“i+! 7’ *‘.*‘t’.‘>I r.“.--* 

although ticket numbers appeared besi‘di’ the n’a,$s ofoMi,., _ -.. - ; , . *. ,_ .__ - . . , . ..X?. ,-. . . 
the remaining passengers, . . , 0 

; ,:&. ” <A. .. _ . ‘I* :: >z ‘. pi,&&?&. 
i’. I ..I~.~:‘!-.” ::: ,~‘~~<T~‘s 

“On 12/g/63 TELESFORO QUIROGA, ticket agent at 

the Transprotes Frontera [headquarters] office, Calle 

Zimapan 104, Monterrey, was interviewed. All tickets 

listed by number on the passenger manifest for the 

October 2-3,1963, trip from Mexico City to Nuevo Laredo 

were located. QUIROGA could offer no ‘explanation as ,r 

to why no ticket number was listed for ‘OSWLD’, and it. 

was impossible for him to locate a ticket which might 

have been used by OSWALD.” 

[Commission Exhibit No. 2471.1 

According to Commission Exhibit No. 2535, pp. 5-7, the.. 
., ;r: ,, 

FBI, on 1 April 1964, interviewed Miss TERESA SCHAEFFER’~~~.~% 
L .‘. 

BEQUERISSE, Manager of the Transportes Chihuahuenses travelT’-*5-i-r. - 

agency; Miss BEQUERISSE located the reservation and pur- 

chasechrder no. 
13688, and it was determin-i t~;:‘;<;+~;;ln b.i;;k, 

never having been utilized. She reviewed the. Transportes:‘+:l . 

de1 Norte passenger l&z’ f.or 
- / :. .: 

considering that the order might by-’ 

12688 was located and also found to be blank. She insisted 

that her office had not handled the reservation noted on the 

Transportes de1 Narte passenger list shown her for October ,2, . . . . r*.,. I .’ 
1963. She was requested to review all the reservation and , 

I 
purchase orders issued for October 1963 by her office. 

“A review of the carbon copies of these reserva- -:. .: 
:/ 

tion and purchase orders was made by the.-.confiden~i.ai.~;’ \ ,‘.I :. ,y;‘- ._ .I&:* :; .v i ” -’ .4 .szd. f+!$g&$~~,’ : .- 
source abroad in the presence of M?$ SCHAEFF%R;~;~wh~~h 

I ‘.: 

revealed that reservation and purchase order no. 14618 
, 



was issued to Transportes de1 Norte in Mexico City -. 

for Mr. H. 0. LEE for seat no. 12 from Mexico City -.<: 

to Laredo, Texas,‘on Wed 

8:30 AM. This inform 

the res.ervation was confirmed by 

the bott&,, of this $&&‘a’+der 

ted to bo September 30, 

as 93.75 ‘io&eda naci.ong 
.>- .y.,. - 

pesos comparable to $7.‘50 Uis’.‘) . . ‘-’ 
I. *.I *. p&.::p _ 1, y, :,.:-- 

of this printed order ‘was the’ printed notice .&at the ..I” ’ 
,-.=. 

‘Agencia de Viajes, Transportes Chrdhuahenses’ is an . 

agent 66r the Greyhound Bus Line. 

“Miss SCHAEFFER advised that former employee 
_ _ 

ROLAND0 BARRIOS had signed the reservation and purchase 

order and apparently made the sale to Mr. H. 0. LEE. 

She stated the original of this form was given to the 
.d< 

purchaser in order that he could then obtain his ticket 

at Transportes de1 Norte, expla&ning that an original : 

and two copies of the resereration and purchase order.. .;’ . _ 
are made and the original is given to the purchaser, 1:. :‘-- 

one copy is kept at her office, and the third copy:is _. 
,- ‘. -:. ..’ .- fl ,- -:*-.;. 

forwarded to the main office,:of thetravel $g&cy..which,~. 
y.. ., &v; 1 .y.. .’ 

is ‘Transportes Chihuahuenses, S . A. de C. V,-$; Avenida %:zi ‘. 

16 de septembre 274, Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico. 

She made available the carbon copy of the abov~%&ti&ed 1 ‘5‘ . . . 
purchase order and stated she would *search,her ‘files for.,..;, -... . :-... -. %; d-a-. . . . .r. . ..*. 

._ , c,, :.q6L’+ q!‘;k:$&‘.%., :q:i+$,+y::-r * 
any other pertinent- recor : .‘. f,T:.*- L * :-;,~~ai-~.~~-.~,;; :, .- ,..r.s-. .,.,_ .,y-~9*., +7 : “‘~f&&,j “Subsequently she. ad 

phone that she had located Greyhound InternationaX-Ex- 

change Order No. 43599 for presentation to the Grey- 
. 

hound agent at Laredo, Texas, _. and issued to Mr... H.;..O’. ii; -. r . 
. _. _ _: i ..; ..,:$ ,+ . . : 1 t :,.. f 

LEE. This order was issued against the Western’~Grey&und . *’ 
Lines, 371 Market Street, San Francisco 5, California;:. 

-. -.’ ‘. .- ..̂  for travel from Lbredo, Tei;s, .to Dallas; T;;as;,~&+$r;-” 

April 1, 1964, Miss SCHAEFFER made available a copy of 



the Greyhound International Exchange Order mentioned 

above, which noted that Mr. H. 0. LEE was traveling 

to the port of exit via Transportes de1 Norte. The ““- 

, order reflected it 

$12.80 U.S. by the 

de C. V. ) , Reforma 
[Commission Exhibit No. 

was issued on October 1, 1963, 
for 

‘Agencia de Viajes, T. Ch. S. A. 

52-5, Mexico City.” 

2535, pp. S-7.1 

. . 


